Population-level scaling of avian migration speed with body size and migration distance for powered fliers
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Abstract. Optimal migration theory suggests specific scaling relationships between body size and migration speed for individual birds based on the minimization of time, energy, and risk. Here we test if the quantitative predictions originating from this theory can be detected when migration decisions are integrated across individuals. We estimated population-level migration trajectories and daily migration speeds for the combined period 2007–2011 using the eBird data set. We considered 102 North American bird species that use flapping or powered flight during migration. Many species, especially in eastern North America, had looped migration trajectories that traced a clockwise path with an eastward shift during autumn migration. Population-level migration speeds decelerated rapidly going into the breeding season, and accelerated more slowly during the transition to autumn migration. In accordance with time minimization predictions, spring migration speeds were faster than autumn migration speeds. In agreement with optimality predictions, migration speeds of powered flyers scaled negatively with body mass similarly during spring and autumn migration. Powered fliers with longer migration journeys also had faster migration speeds, a relationship that was more pronounced during spring migration. Our findings indicate that powered fliers employed a migration strategy that, when examined at the population level, was in compliance with optimality predictions. These results suggest that the integration of migration decisions across individuals does result in population-level patterns that agree with theoretical expectations developed at the individual level, indicating a role for optimal migration theory in describing the mechanisms underlying broadscale patterns of avian migration for species that use powered flight.
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INTRODUCTION

Birds have evolved highly diverse migration strategies to take advantage of favorable environmental conditions during the breeding season and avoid unfavorable conditions during the nonbreeding season (Lack 1968, Alerstam et al. 2003, Zink 2011). These strategies encompass a complete spectrum from partial to full migration conducted over short to long distances. Birds that migrate long distances often travel thousands of kilometers annually, frequently flying over large regions of inhospitable terrain. In addition to the broader benefits associated with migration, which can be substantial for migrants that inhabit productive environments year round (Møller 2007), there are direct fitness costs related to migration itself. Annual mortality rates for birds are often highest during migration due to the increased physiological stress, environmental hazards, and predation risk associated with the journey (Sillett and Holmes 2002). In addition to the mortality during migration, another constraint is time. Each species’ annual cycle includes time devoted to a variety of activities including migration, breeding, and molting, each having its own unique temporal restrictions and energy requirements.

Optimal migration theory posits that these costs have shaped individuals’ migratory behaviors to maximize fitness (Alerstam and Lindénström 1990, Alerstam and Hedenström 1998, Houston 1998, Alerstam 2011). Maximizing fitness requires, at a minimum, surviving the migratory journey. Given the high mortality rate associated with migration, survival can be maximized by minimizing the overall time in migration or, equivalently, maximizing migration speed (Alerstam and Lindénström 1990), with migration speed being defined as an individual’s total migration distance divided by the total time necessary to complete the migration journey. This measure of migration speed combines time at stopover sites, where refueling occurs, and time in flight, where energy is consumed. In addition to time minimization, natural selection might be acting on alternative currencies that could affect migration speed: energy costs and predation risk. In general, however, even though tests of optimality criteria often focus on time minimization...
Several factors are thought to be critical in determining the speed with which individuals of a species should migrate; primary among them is body size (Hedenström 2008). Models have been developed to predict how migration speeds among species should scale with their body mass, given an optimality strategy based on the minimization of time, energy, and risk (Hedenström and Alerstam 1998, Hedenström 2003, 2008). These models make use of prior work on avian flight biomechanics and energetics (Pennycuick 1975, 1989) and are parameterized based on simplifying assumptions related to differences in avian behavior, physiology, and morphology. The quantitative predictions originating from these models can be tested against data (Hedenström and Alerstam 1998, Hedenström 2003, 2008). For example, for species that actively flap their wings during flight (powered flight), theory predicts that, among species, migration speeds \( V \) should scale negatively with body mass \( (V \propto m^{-0.19}) \). Currently, empirical tests of these predictions are few in number and typically rely on data compiled on a few individuals from a limited number of larger-bodied species whose locations during migration can be more readily documented (e.g., Hedenström 2008). In contrast, the majority of the world’s birds are small-bodied powered fliers from which estimates of migration speed are much more difficult to acquire.

In addition to body mass, an additional factor that we expect to be an important determinant of optimal migration speed among species is total migration distance. Conceivably, the increased time, energy, and risk associated with longer migration journeys can be minimized through faster migration speeds. There is evidence at the individual level that migration speeds do scale positively with total migration distance (Klaassen et al. 2012) and total migration duration (Strandberg et al. 2009a). However, these findings are based on a limited number of primarily soaring fliers and lack quantitative predictions that could be compared with data.

An unexplored aspect of optimal migration theory is the extent to which its predictions, based on the decisions of individual birds, directly translate to migration patterns observed at the population level, either qualitatively or quantitatively. Here, population level refers to spatiotemporal observations compiled across many individuals within a geographic region, where individual identity is not retained over time. Population-level migration patterns and dynamics cannot be replicated easily using individual-based methods and, up to now, migration patterns at the population level have not been thoroughly documented or studied.

Considering how patterns might translate across these levels of biological organization, two outcomes are possible. First, the individual-level predictions may fail to describe population-level patterns, suggesting no explanatory link between the two perspectives. Alternatively, evidence for a successful translation would suggest that the theoretical explanations developed at the individual level are relevant for explaining patterns observed at the population level. The first outcome could be caused by the process of integration, where individual-level relationships that exist among species are dampened or removed through the addition of new sources of variation operating at the population level. The second outcome would suggest that these new sources of variation are not sufficient to hinder successful translation. Common sources of variation occurring within or between migratory seasons that are likely to be relevant at the population level are related to differences in migratory behavior associated with age or sex (Newton 2008). An additional and potentially broader source of variation is divergent spatiotemporal structuring of migration strategies by subpopulations with different migration timing and routes (Newton 2008). These sources of variation in migratory behavior, when integrated across individuals within a species, might be substantial enough that differences among species that exist at the individual level may become increasingly difficult to detect at the population level.

Here we test the individual-level quantitative predictions originating from optimal migration theory at the population level for a broad array of species and body sizes. Specifically, we use the eBird citizen science database (Sullivan et al. 2009) to estimate spring and autumn population-level migration speeds for the combined period 2007–2011 for 102 North American migratory bird species that use powered flight. Our goal is to determine if the individual-based optimality predictions can be detected at the population level. Specifically, among species of powered fliers, our objectives are to test the predicted scaling relationship between body size and migration speed and to conduct a preliminary exploration of the scaling relationship between migration speed and migration distance.

**METHODS**

**Data compilation**

Lists of bird observations (checklists) from 2007 to 2011 were extracted from the eBird database (available online).4 Our data included all surveys that used stationary, traveling, or area sampling protocols. The geographic location of each checklist was used to place observations within equal-area cells of an icosahedron map of North America (Appendix A: Fig. A1) containing hexagons with cell areas of 12 452 km² (Sahr et al. 2003). The number of checklists submitted and the number of checklists where each species was observed were recorded for each cell for the combined period

4 www.ebird.org
2007–2011. Because checklists were not submitted uniformly across cells (Appendix A: Fig. A2), we limited the study area to 1779 cells located between 24° and 54° N. Virtually all of the cells in the study area contained data (Appendix A: Fig. A3). Approximately 2.29 million checklists were submitted within the study area, representing ~96% of all the checklists submitted in the Western Hemisphere during this period.

Centroids for species’ breeding and winter ranges were estimated using NatureServe Western Hemisphere range maps (Ridgely et al. 2007). Breeding and winter range map polygons were converted to 12,452-km² hexagons using the equal-area icosahedron, and the centroids were calculated by averaging the latitude and longitude of the hexagon centers located in each range. We estimated the total migration distance for each species in the NatureServe database using the great-circle or orthodromic distances between the centroids of the breeding and winter ranges. Only species’ breeding and winter distributions that were linked by migration were considered in these measurements.

Occurrence centroids

Species’ daily occurrences were compiled from eBird checklists for each equal-area hexagon cell from 2007 to 2011. We initially selected 325 diurnal non-marine species that occurred within the study area (Appendix A: Fig. A3), had migratory distances >0, and occurred in 20 or more cells during at least one day for all years combined (for examples, see Appendix A: Fig. A4). We calculated for each of the 325 species daily occurrence centroids from the beginning of spring migration to the end of fall migration for each year. Specifically, we used the latitude and longitude of the centers of the equal-area cells to calculate the weighted mean of each species’ daily latitude and longitude for each year. Weights accounted for spatiotemporal variation in observer effort and were defined for each cell and day as the proportion of checklists in which the species was reported. Our choice of hexagon size in the icosahedron was at a fine enough resolution to minimize biases in our estimates of species daily occurrence centroids (see Appendix B for sensitivity analysis) and at a coarse enough resolution to allow us to estimate spatial variation in observer effort among cells.

We summarized the locations of daily occurrence centroids over time for each species using a generalized additive mixed model (GAMM). A GAMM was separately fit to the latitudinal and longitudinal components of the daily centroids as a function of time (day), with year as a random effect. Generalized additive models represent an adaptive method that adjusts automatically to the nonlinear associations observed between our predictor and response variables (see Appendix A: Fig. A4). The latitudinal and longitudinal predictions were then combined for each day to estimate the daily occurrence centroid of the population.

We narrowed the initial list of 325 species to 102 species of powered fliers that had well-defined patterns of occurrence during spring and autumn migration and were composed of a single primary migratory population (Appendix C). Species were identified as powered fliers if they were classified in Viscor and Fuster (1987) as using high-frequency flapping flight or flapping flight. Patterns of occurrence were based on the daily frequency of cells where each species was documented for all years combined (Appendix A: Fig. A4). Only species with clearly delineated spring and autumn migration peaks in occurrence were retained for analysis. The spatial trajectories of species’ estimated population centroids were then examined, in combination with breeding and winter range maps, to verify that the selected species did not contain multiple migratory populations. Spatial trajectories that contained substantial longitudinal or latitudinal variation suggested the presence of multiple, independent migratory populations, which could then be verified in some cases based on the structure of breeding and winter ranges. Of the many potential migration patterns (Newton 2008), our approach was able to identify those characterized by strong spatiotemporal separation. Multiple migratory populations that overlap substantially in space and time could not be detected using this approach. However, in contrast to cases of strong separation, the overlapping nature of these migration strategies would likely add little additional variation to our estimates.

Because migration timing varies among species, we derived species-specific time intervals to define the start of spring and end of autumn migration. For each species, we estimated how occurrence changed over time using a generalized additive model (GAM) applied to the daily frequency of cells where each species was documented for all years combined (Appendix A: Fig. A4). We used the minimum of the upper limit from the 99% confidence band of the predicted daily occurrence as a threshold to define winter season occurrence before spring migration and winter season occurrences after autumn migration. The date at which the predicted frequency of occurrence first reached the threshold during the period 11 January to 9 July was used to define the beginning of spring migration and the date at which the predicted frequency of occurrence first reached the threshold during the period 8 August to 21 December was used to define the end of autumn migration. These periods were selected to capture the full range of dates associated with the start of spring and the end of autumn migration for the 102 species (Appendix A: Fig. A4).

Body mass estimates for the 102 species were based on values from Dunning (1984), which we averaged across sex and subspecies. The 102 species had a median body mass of 14.9 g (range 2.5–636.0 g) and a median migration distance between breeding and wintering grounds of 3158 km (range 1105–9332 km; Appendix A: Fig. A5; Appendix C).
**Migration speed**

We estimated daily population-level migration speed for each species based on the great-circle distance measured sequentially between pairs of estimated population centroids (Appendix A: Fig. A4). We examined annual variation in daily migration speeds using GAMM with species as a random effect. We calculated spring and autumn migration speeds using the median of the top five fastest speeds documented during each migration interval. This approach minimized the influence of migration speed outliers (extreme speeds that occurred well outside the annual trend), the effect of species’ populations transitioning from active migration to breeding over the course of each migration season, and the effects associated with the population entering or exiting the study area (Appendix A: Fig. A4). Our estimates of seasonal migration speeds were then combined with data on body mass and migration distance to test our scaling predictions.

**Scaling relationships**

We estimated scaling relationships using linear mixed models. The models included migration season as a nominal fixed effect, with an interaction term with body mass or migration distance to account for potential differences in slope between seasons. Likelihood ratio tests were used to examine evidence for differences in intercepts and slopes between migration seasons. Our models accounted for nonindependence between seasons by including species as a random effect, and phylogenetic nonindependence by including Family as a random effect. Our models also accounted for different sampling schemes by including as a random effect a categorical variable that identified how breeding and winter range centroids were situated relative to the study area (Appendix A: Fig. A5). We identified four sampling schemes where the study area contained (1) both the breeding and winter range centroids (n = 20), (2) only the breeding range centroid (n = 64), (3) only the winter range centroid (n = 7), and (4) neither centroid (n = 11). We log10-transformed migration speed, body mass, and migration distance before analysis. All analyses were conducted in R, version 2.15.2 (R Development Core Team 2013). GAM and GAMM were implemented using the mgcv library (Wood 2006). Linear mixed models were implemented using the lme4 library, and conservative ANOVA lower-bound P values for fixed effects were estimated using the LMERConvenienceFunctions library (version 1.7; available online).5

**RESULTS**

We quantified migration trajectories and speeds based on daily occurrence centroids for 102 species of North American migratory birds (Appendix C). The greatest concentration of population centroid tracks or migration trajectories occurred north of the Gulf of Mexico and west of the Appalachian Mountains; a second concentration occurred west of the Rocky Mountains (Fig. 1a). Many species, especially in eastern North America, had looped migration trajectories that traced a clockwise path with an eastward shift during autumn migration (Fig. 1a; Appendix A, Fig. A4). Annual population-level migration speeds peaked, on average, during spring and autumn migration, decelerated rapidly going into the breeding season, and accelerated more slowly during the transition to autumn migration (Fig. 1b).

For the 102 species, median spring migration speed was 28.1 km/d and median autumn migration speed was 23.9 km/d (Appendix C). Migration speeds were significantly faster, on average (7.2 km/d; 95% CI: 4.8–9.6 km/d), during spring migration (paired t0.01 = 5.95, P < 0.001).

For the relationship between body mass and migration speed, there were significant negative scaling coefficients for both spring and autumn migration (Table 1, Fig. 2a). The intercepts differed between seasons (χ2 = 32.32, df = 1, P < 0.001) and the slopes did not differ between seasons (χ2 = 0.33, df = 1, P = 0.567), suggesting faster migration speeds in the spring across all body sizes (Fig. 2a). The slope coefficients for spring (–0.13) and autumn (–0.14) migration and associated 95% confidence intervals for spring (–0.23 to –0.08) and autumn (–0.21 to –0.06) migration excluded zero and contained the predicted value of –0.19 (Table 1, Fig. 2a). The deviance in migration speed explained by body mass was low overall (Table 1).

For the relationship between migration distance and migration speed, there were significant positive scaling relationships during spring and autumn migration (Table 1, Fig. 2b). The intercept differed between seasons (χ2 = 32.32, df = 1, P < 0.001) and the slope was stronger for spring (χ2 = 6.10, df = 1, P = 0.014), suggesting faster migration speeds overall in the spring, increasing in strength with increasing migration distances (Fig. 2b). The deviance in migration speed explained by migration distance was greater than that for body mass, but was low overall (Table 1).

**DISCUSSION**

This study provides a population-level assessment of individual-level optimal migration predictions for the scaling relationships between migration speed and body size among species of powered fliers. Testing optimality predictions has been challenging, even at the individual level, because of the difficulty in measuring migration speeds consistently across species of varying body sizes. Our population-level approach overcomes this problem and estimates migration speeds for a large number of powered fliers of varying body sizes at a continental extent. Our results provide quantitative support for some optimality predictions. Migration speeds for
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5 http://www.cran.r-project.org/web/packages/LMERConvenienceFunctions/
powered fliers for both spring and autumn migration scaled negatively with body mass, with an exponent that was very close to the predicted optimality exponent. Migration speeds increased with migration distance as well. Hence, in the most general terms, our results are consistent with the basic predictions of optimal migration theory that species using powered flight should adopt a strategy during migration that minimizes time, energy, and risk. Moreover, our results suggest that certain individual-level predictions are evident when migration patterns are integrated across individuals.

In our evaluation of the relationship between migration speed and migration distance at the population level, we found that species whose breeding and wintering grounds are separated by longer distances migrate at faster speeds; this was more pronounced during spring migration. Interestingly, we also found that migration speeds can be predicted more precisely in

![Migration trajectories and associated migration speeds from the beginning of spring migration up to the end of autumn migration during the combined period 2007–2011 for 102 species of North American migratory birds that use powered flight. The mapped migration trajectories summarize the location of observed daily occurrence centroids of the population using generalized additive mixed models (GAMM) with year as a random effect. Log-transformed migration speeds (original measured as km/d) were summarized across species (gray lines) using GAMM with species as a random effect. Dashed lines are the 95% confidence bands.](image)
some cases by migration distance rather than by body size. In general, our findings suggest that the relationship between migration speed and migration distance could represent a property that integrates across scales, but additional work is needed to clarify its role in optimal migration theory at both scales.

Data limitations have confined the study of migration speed primarily to the individual level, where observations are compiled across the same set of individuals over time. The approach used in this study is unique in that we did not measure and summarize observations made across a collection of individuals, but we integrated individual observations made across an entire population. Sources of variation in our approach are likely to be composed of modified aspects of individual-level variation in combination with other sources unique to this macroecological perspective. The population-level approach therefore allows us to observe migration as a population-level phenomenon while providing a novel conceptual basis for framing biological inferences with sources of variation that are uniquely defined at the population level.

One consideration is how well our estimates of migration speed match individual-level estimates. Although we tried to minimize any negative biases by quantifying migration speed as the median of the five fastest days, we cannot be certain that these five days represent the entire population in full migration. In addition, we did not estimate migration speeds along species’ entire migratory routes; this includes migratory routes that cross both terrestrial and marine environments (e.g., Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean). Our models took into consideration which component of species’ migration routes were represented within the study area, a factor that appeared to be more relevant when assessing the relationship between body mass and migration speed (see Table 1). Nevertheless, our estimates of migration speed are broadly similar to migration speeds of medium-bodied powered fliers estimated from band recovery data (Appendix D, Appendix A: Fig. A6). In contrast, when individual migration speeds are estimated for larger-bodied species using tracking devices (radio or satellite telemetry or geolocator), our population-level estimates tend to be lower (Appendix D, Appendix A: Fig. A6). The differences between band recovery and satellite-based estimates have been previously documented, suggesting that band recovery methods consistently underestimate migration speeds (Strandberg et al. 2009b). Similarly, our population-level approach therefore appears to underestimate individual-based migration speeds, which should lower the intercept, but there is currently no reason to believe this should have an effect on our estimates of slope.

Our finding of faster migration speeds in the spring is broadly consistent with migration theory (time minimization hypothesis) and observation (Fransson 1995, Henningsson et al. 2009, Yohannes et al. 2009, Karlsson 2009).

### Table 1. Linear mixed models examining relationships between migration speed and body mass and between migration speed and migration distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body mass</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>$\beta_0$</td>
<td>1.563</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>21.56</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Body mass</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>-0.135</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>-3.51</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Season (spring)</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Body mass $\times$ Season (spring)</td>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>-0.020</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>0.572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects</td>
<td>Species</td>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family</td>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trajectory class</td>
<td>$\sigma_3$</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Migration distance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects</td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>$\beta_0$</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>$\beta_1$</td>
<td>0.361</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Season (spring)</td>
<td>$\beta_2$</td>
<td>-0.553</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>-2.12</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Body mass $\times$ Season (spring)</td>
<td>$\beta_3$</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects</td>
<td>Species</td>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family</td>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trajectory class</td>
<td>$\sigma_3$</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Each linear mixed model has a sample size of 102 species of North American migratory birds that used powered flight. Model coefficients for fixed effects ($\beta$), the deviance explained by each fixed effect ($R^2$), and the standard deviation for random effects ($\sigma$) with the residual variability are given for each model. Migration speed, body mass, and migration distance were log$_{10}$-transformed before analysis. $P$ values are conservative ANOVA lower-bound values.
et al. 2012). We can now add an additional dimension, based on our findings for migration distance that birds with longer migration journeys should have proportionally higher migration speeds in the spring than in the autumn. In general, birds that arrive at the breeding grounds in a timely manner are in a better position to breed successfully (Kokko 1999), a factor particularly emphasized for males of some species (Morbey and Ydenberg 2001). With some possible exceptions (Mills 2005), this same impetus does not exist for adult birds departing from the breeding grounds, or for juveniles on their first migratory journey, which tend to have slower migration speeds and more erratic migratory routes (Ellegren 1993, Hake et al. 2003, Thorup et al. 2003). An alternative explanation for these differences may be seasonal variation in atmospheric conditions. More favorable wind conditions for migration occur in North America during the spring (Gauthreaux et al. 2005), and similar seasonal differences are associated with faster spring migration speeds in Europe (Kemp et al. 2010). Whatever the explanation, our findings suggest that seasonal differences in migration speeds represent an additional individual-level prediction that can translate to the population level. Conversely, our population-level findings make the prediction that individual-level migration data, when accumulated across individuals of many species, should eventually indicate that migration speeds are faster for species with longer migration distances.

In summary, our findings provide evidence that some individual-based optimality predictions for powered migratory fliers can be detected at the population level. In other words, the integration of individual-level migration decisions results in patterns that follow expectations from models designed and parameterized at the individual level. This outcome suggests that a macroecological perspective can be applied to optimal migration theory to address questions or test predictions in a fashion not feasible at the individual level. Our findings therefore have the potential to broaden our current ecological and evolutionary understanding of avian migration and provide a novel perspective to evaluate current hypotheses and theoretical assumptions and predictions. Contrasting individual- and population-level perspectives also has the potential to support broadscale conservation and policy initiatives directed toward sustaining migratory bird populations (La Sorte and Jetz 2010), which is important because many migrating populations are currently declining or becoming sedentary (Wilcove and Wikelski 2008).

Several avenues of research and application are possible using a population-level perspective when investigating avian migration. For example, we can now observe broadscale divergence in migration patterns, which can add to our current understanding of how phenotypes are structured at macro scales (Jetz et al. 2009) and the role of migration in structuring avian evolution. In addition, hypotheses that address observed variation in migratory patterns can be tested from a broader perspective; e.g., the role of atmospheric conditions and stopover habitat as factors responsible for defining seasonal variation in migration routes that results in looped trajectories (Klaassen et al. 2010). Building on these examples, an improved understanding of the spatiotemporal structure and drivers of migration at macro scales can better inform conservation strategies directed toward the broadscale maintenance of genetic diversity and the quality of stopover habitats. Moreover, this knowledge can be used to improve current projections of the impacts of climate change on birds, projections that typically are confined to the breeding
season with little consideration of the consequences of climate change for migration strategies (La Sorte and Jetz 2010). With limited research and conservation resources, the most direct and immediate benefits are likely to come from investigations that combine theory with existing data to build novel insights within and across scales of biological organization on the patterns and dynamics of avian migration.
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